The scale for classifying volcanic eruptions may underplay the danger of weak explosions.
the yeast population could support an overwhelming majority of freeloaders. However, these mostly mooching communities were prone to extinction: when the researchers simulated environmental disturbance by diluting the populations, they crashed. Such dynamics could help biologists to explain the evolution and variation seen in cooperative communities. Dennis Selkoe, Shaomin Li and their colleagues at Harvard Medical School in Boston, Massachusetts, enhanced the environment of mice by frequently changing their toys. Synaptic plasticity -experience-dependent changes in connectivity between neurons that are associated with learning and memory -increased in mice living in novelty-rich cages for several weeks. The increase came, in part, from activation of β 2 -adrenergic receptors.
The researchers then applied amyloid-β protein, which is known to accumulate in the brains of patients with Alzheimer's disease, to brains from mice that had either been kept in an enriched environment or been given drugs that activate β 2 -adrenergic receptors. Both conditions prevented the synaptic dysfunction that the protein normally causes. 
Pollen powers honeybee genes
Bees could be dying because they lack a nutrient found in honey.
The western honeybee (Apis mellifera) adds billions of dollars to the global economy by pollinating crops, but a mysterious 'colony collapse disorder' has killed off many hives. Agricultural pesticides, overcrowding, frequent transport and bee parasites have all been blamed.
Work by May Berenbaum and her colleagues at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign suggests another contributing factor: honey substitutes, which are often fed to bees by commercial beekeepers. The researchers used liquid chromatography to identify compounds in honey that activate the genes known to be upregulated by the foodstuff, then analysed gene expression in bees that were fed different diets. Those fed p-coumaric acid, a compound found in pollen, expressed more detoxification genes than bees given plain sugar syrup. Bees fed the pollen compound also produced higher levels of genes for antimicrobial peptides. 
